ABSTRACT

Objective
This study aims to investigate the demographics, patient health status, position of the teeth, pericoronitis incidence, surgical complications, use of antibiotics to third molar removal and correlate those findings.

Methods
Based on panoramic radiographs, the teeth were classified as proposed by Pell and Gregory and Winter. The binomial test for proportions with a significance level of 5% was applied.

Results
Records of 337 patients submitted 1178 third molar extractions in the period from 1993 to 2011 were reviewed. Most upper teeth were vertically positioned, (84.2%) (p<0.0001), class I (49.55%) (p<0.0001), position C (58.88%) (p<0.0001) and most inferiors were mesioangulated (42.03%) (p=0.0122), class II (60.22%) (p<0.0001), position A (48.15%) (p<0.0001). Complications occurred in 2.88% of the procedures (p<0.0006), mainly in women (69.7%) (p<0.0014) and more frequently in patients who did not receive antibiotics (71.43%) (p<0.0027). Complications were more frequent after extraction of inferior third molars (75.75%) (p<0.0001). The most common complication was alveolitis (52.51%) (p<0.0006).

Conclusion
In this study, the complication rates were low. They were more frequent in women who did not receive antibiotics. The most common complication was alveolitis.

Indexing terms: Impacted tooth. Tooth extraction. Third molar.
INTRODUCTION

One of the most common dental procedures in patients aged 16 to 21 years is the extraction of third molars. The most frequent undesirable occurrences in such procedures are pain, edema, dysphagia and infection. This creates controversy about prophylactic removal of third molars. The most frequent arguments for removal are recurrent pericoronitis, unfavorable eruption trajectory and prevention of tooth crowding, periodontal compromise and development of pathology.

It is not easy to establish the difficulty level in third molar extraction. Several auxiliary methods have been proposed but none is totally reliable. The estimate of the degree of difficulty has to be made preoperatively and depends upon tooth position, morphology and number of roots, among others.

Most classification methods for third molars are based on radiographic imaging. Pell and Gregory's classification is still a widely used method for estimation of extraction difficulty and takes into account the relation of the tooth with the occlusal plane and mandibular ramus. Winter's classification can be used as a complement because it considers the angulation of the third molar.

The correct classification is important because it aids the clinician in the perioperative decision process, preoperative preparation and prescription. This can reduce morbidity and risk of complications and define the necessity or not of sending the patient to specialized care. This article reviews a significant number of third molar extractions and related complications.

METHODS

This study was approved by the ethics committee of the institution where it was developed. Records of 337 patients submitted to removal of 1178 third molars in the period from 1993 to 2011 were reviewed. Data including demographics, health status, previous history of pericoronitis, use of pre and postoperative antibiotics and complications were verified. All patients who had at least one third molar extracted were included, with exception of those who had incomplete records.

The third molars were classified using radiographic panoramic images according to the degree of impaction and space available for eruption as proposed by Pell & Gregory. Winter's classification was also used to describe the angulation in relation to the long axis of the second molar.

All extractions were performed by one experienced surgeon, who also applied the classifications based on panoramic radiographs. Previously, an intra-examiner calibration was done by triplicate evaluations using random radiographs of patients not included in the study. Calibration is considered acceptable if agreement is higher than 80%. All surgical procedures were performed under local anesthesia.

The data were organized in a Microsoft Excel table and submitted to the binomial test for proportions at the significance level of 5% (Biostat software 5.0).

This research was conducted according with the Helsinki Declaration (2000) and with standard of resolution 466/12 of Nacional Health Council and the experimental protocol was submitted and approved for Ethical Committee under protocol number 1.048.869/2015.

RESULTS

In the studied population, 229 patients were women (60.74%) e 148 were men (39.26%). The number of female patients was significantly higher than males (p<0.0001) and mean age was 22.62 years (SD 8.22).

Most teeth were extracted in the lower arch, corresponding to 621 third molars (52.7%) and 557 (47.3%) were extracted in the upper arch. This difference was statistically significant (p<0.0084). According to the Winter's classification, 469 upper third molars were vertically positioned (84.2%), 42 were mesioangulated (7.54%), 40 were distoangulated (7.18%) and only three were buccally angulated (0.54%). The number of vertically positioned teeth was significantly higher (p<0.0001).

The number of mesio and distoangulated teeth was statistically greater than the number of horizontal and buccally angulated teeth. (p<0.0001).

Concerning Pell and Gregory's classification, 276 upper third molars were categorized as Class I (49.55%), 194 were Class II (34.83%) and 87 were Class III (15.62%). The percentage of class I teeth was significantly higher than Class II or III (p<0.0001). The percentage of Class II teeth was significantly greater than class III (p<0.0001). According to the depth of impaction, 158 upper third molars were categorized as A (28.37%), 71 as B (12.75%) and 328 as C (58.88%). The percentage...
of C type was higher than A and B (p<0.0001). A was higher than B (p<0.0001).

According to the Winter’s classification10, from 621 lower third molars, 261 (42.03%) were mesioangulated, 218 were positioned vertically (35.1%), 114 were horizontal (18.36%), 17 distoangulated (2.74%), 10 buccally angulated (1.61%) and 1 lingually angulated (0.16%). The percentage of mesioangulated teeth was statistically greater than vertical teeth (p<0.0122) and all other angulations (p<0.0001).

According to Pell & Gregory’s classification8, 166 lower third molars were categorized as Class I (26.73%), 374 as Class II (60.22%) and 81 as classe III (13.05%). The percentage of Class II teeth was significantly greater than Class I and III (p<0.0001) and Class I percentage was higher than Class III (p<0.0001). In relation to the depth of impaction 299 teeth were classified as A (48.15%), 193 as B (31.08%) e 129 as C (20.77%). The percentages were significantly different, in the decreasing order A>B>C (p<0.0001).

Regarding preoperative infection, from the 1178 extracted teeth, 1129 were asymptomatic (95.84%) and 49 presented with pericoronitis (4.16%), which is statistically lower (p<0.0001).

All patients in the studied population were classified as ASA I or II. 288 had no known significant systemic alterations (76.40%), while 89 presented some light and controlled systemic alteration or were smokers (23.60%). The percentage of healthy patients was significantly higher (p<0.0001). Among those 89 patients, 50 referred drug allergy (56.18%), 9 were smokers (10.11%), 7 presented gastritis (7.87%), 4 had depression (4.5%). Hypothyroidism (4.5%) and bronchitis (4.5%) were referred by 4 epileptic (2.24%) and two were asthmatic (2.24%). One patient was patients, 2 were anemic (1.12%), 1 presented rheumatologic disease (1.12%) and one had Down’s syndrome (1.12%).

Drug allergy was the most common systemic condition encountered (p<0.0001). Fourteen patients were allergic to penicillin, 9 to acetylsalicylic acid (18%), 9 to dipyrone (18%), 6 to thimerosal (12%), 4 to iodine (8%), 3 to sulphamamide (6%), 2 to nonsteroidal antinflammatories (NSAIDS) (4%), 1 to dexamethasone (2%), 1 to acetaminophen (2%) and 1 to rifampicin (2%). The percentage of patients with allergy to penicillin was not statistically higher than that for patients allergic to acetylsalicylic acid or dipyrone (p<0.2348), although it was statistically higher than for the other drug allergies.

Complications occurred in 33 records (2.88%). Thus, the percentage of procedures without any complication was statistically higher (p<0.0001). The most common complication was alveolitis, which occurred in 17 sockets (51.52%) (p<0.0006). Other complications were 4 occurrences of root fracture (12.12%), 4 cases of abscess (12.12%), excessive bleeding in 3 cases (9.09%), 3 oroantral communications (9.09%), penetration of 1 root into the maxillary sinus (3.03%) and hypoesthesia in one case (3.03%). Complications are shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Graphic of the complications after third molar removal.](image)

Twenty-three of the complications occurred in women (69.7%) which was significantly higher than in men, who developed complications in 10 cases (30.3%) (p<0.0014). Considering only the 21 cases of inflammatory and infectious complications, which occurred in 1.27% of the extractions, 15 happened in women (71.43%) and 6 in men (28.57%). The number of such complications was significantly higher in women (p<0.0055). In only 5 cases (23.81%) the involved tooth presented preoperative pericoronitis. The percentage of inflammatory and infectious complications was statistically higher in asymptomatic teeth (p<0.0007). 15 patients (71.43%) who did not receive antibiotics and 6 (28.57%) who were in use of antibiotics developed that kind of complication and this was statistically significant (p<0.0027).

In the studied population smoking was not related to a greater number of complications, which occurred in two patients with a smoking habit (6.06%), while 31 cases (93.94%) occurred in non-smoking patients. This was statistically significant (p<0.0001). Complications were observed in 20 patients under 25 years old (60.6%) and in 13 patients over that age (39.4%), which was not statistically significant (p<0.0848).
The majority of complications were found after lower third molar extractions, occurring in 25 cases (75.75%), while 8 (24.25%) were related to upper teeth, which was statistically significant (p<0.0001). Considering Winter’s classification, nine mesioangulated teeth (27.27%), 9 vertical (27.27%), 8 horizontal (24.25%), 4 distoangulated (12.12%), 2 buccally angulated (6.06%) and 1 lingually angulated tooth (3.03%) presented complications. There was no statistically significant difference in the number of complications between mesioangulated and vertically positioned teeth (p<1.0) or to horizontal (p<0.7783) and distoangulated teeth (p<0.1216). It was higher than the complication rate for buccally (p<0.0208) and lingually angulated teeth (p<0.006). Figure 2 shows complications in relation to tooth position.

Regarding the depth of impaction of the third molars that presented complications, 14 cases were categorized as position A (42.43%), 13 were C (39.39%) and 6 were B (18.18%). Percentage of complications was statistically higher for category A in comparison with category B (p<0.0321). There was no significant difference between A and C (p<0.8023) or between B and C (p<0.0570). Figure 4 shows complications related to depth of impaction.

DISCUSSION

Decision about removal or maintenance of those teeth usually occur towards the end of adolescence and beginning of adult life. Thus, 95% of third molar extractions occur between 16 and 21 years of age. In the studied sample mean age agrees to other studies. Santos et al. found a mean age of 22.46 anos in 80 patients. In the same study, most patients were male. As in the present study, Morales-Trejo et al. had a greater number of female patients for third molar removal (65.3%).

Regarding the difficulty of removal, the literature is highly divergent. Several methods were proposed to estimate extraction complexity. Winter and Pell and Gregory classifications are widely known. In this study the vertical position was the most common for the upper third molars. This differs from the results from Morales-Trejo et al. and is in agreement to Hupp et al. who found the vertical impaction to be the most frequent, followed by the distoangulated and mesioangulated. The remaining positions are seldom found in maxillary teeth, corresponding to less than 1% of the upper third molars. Regarding the depth of impaction, most upper third molars presented deep impaction (position C). However, Morales-Trejo et al.
describe upper third molars mainly in position A, not deeply impacted, but the sample studied was much smaller.

In the present population, regarding Winter’s classification\(^6\), the most common position was mesioangular, which agrees with the results of Morales-Trejo et al.\(^{11}\) and Hupp et al.\(^{13}\). In relation to Pell and Gregory’s classification\(^8\) concerning eruption space, most teeth were categorized as Class II. Other studies show a greater percentage of class I teeth\(^{11,14}\). The most common depth of impaction in the lower molars was position A, as previously described Morales-Trejo et al.\(^{11}\).

Complications were more frequent in lower third molar extractions as previously described by Bui et al.\(^{15}\). Freudlsperger et al.\(^6\) measured the surgical complexity of third molar extraction and found a high correlation between the increase in surgical difficulty and higher incidence of inflammatory postoperative complications. In the present sample, however, most complications occurred after extraction of mesioangled or vertically positioned teeth and class II, considered of minimal or moderate difficulty for removal\(^{13}\). In addition, most complications developed in teeth little or not impacted (position A) or in deep bone impaction (position C). Arteagoitia et al.\(^{16}\), also observed more complications in deeply impacted teeth.

Besides the position of the tooth, other factors are associated to the difficulty of extraction and complications, such as age, sex, chronic use of medication, antibiotics, smoking, experience of the surgeon, among others\(^{12,16}\). Adult patients present an increase in bone density, which can lead to a more traumatic procedure and higher risk of complications\(^{6,15}\). According to Pogrel\(^{17}\) the removal of third molars after 25 years of age can be more difficult with higher risk of complications. In the studied sample, age was not related to the occurrence of complications. This fact is a controversial issue in the literature. Several studies associated increase in age to extraction difficulty and higher complication rates\(^3,9,16,18\). Other studies did not find any increase in morbidity or complication rate in patients over 25 years of age\(^{19}\).

Complications were more frequent in women. Smoking did not increase the incidence of complications in the studied sample. Bui et al.\(^{15}\) found no significant association between gender and smoking to increased risk of complications after third molar extraction. The global rate of complications after third molar extraction varies from 4.615 to 21\%. It was 2.88% in this sample, the most common complication being alveolitis, as previously described\(^6\). Inflammatory and infectious complications developed after 1.27% of the extractions. Freudlsperger et al.\(^6\) observed an incidence of inflammatory complications of 22.1\% after 585 extractions of lower third molars.

Although there is controversy about the use of antibiotics after third molar removal, in the present population the incidence of complications was statistically higher in patients who did not receive pre and/or postoperative antibiotics. The meta-analysis from Ren and Malmstrom\(^2\) showed that the use of antibiotics may reduce the incidence of alveolitis and postoperative infections. Arteagoitia et al.\(^{16}\) also showed that the administration of amoxicillin associated with clavulanic acid for 4 days postoperatively reduced inflammatory and infectious complications. Controversially, Poeschl et al.\(^{22}\) found no benefit between the use of amoxicillin and clavulanic acid or clindamycin on the healing process or prevention of postoperative complications.

In general, systemic disease can increase the incidence of complications\(^{16,23,24}\). On the context of postoperative infection, another factor to be considered is the presence of preoperative infection\(^{23}\). In the studied sample, in only 23.81\% of the extractions resulting in inflammatory or infectious complications and there was a previous history of pericoronitis.

**CONCLUSION**

In the studied sample, few complications occurred and there were more frequent in mesioangled or verticalized teeth, Class II, position A and C. The incidence of complications was not influenced by age or smoking, but it was higher in women and in patients who did not receive antibiotics.
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